Beyond IVI and into the Connected Cockpit

The upcoming GENIVI All Member Meeting is scheduled for May 12-14, 2020 at the Marriott Hotel in Leipzig, Germany. Members and guests will explore trends affecting vehicle software solutions and engage in topics related to the expanded scope that includes integration of multiple operating environments present in the centralized and connected vehicle cockpit.

Anchoring the technical program will be updates and working sessions from the Android™ Automotive SIG, Cloud and Connected Services project, Hypervisor project, Adaptive AUTOSAR integration activities, cybersecurity and a new project under consideration in the area of in-vehicle payments. In addition to these, invited speakers will present trends affecting the automotive software landscape. Finally, you will not want to miss the Showcase and Reception event the evening of the 13th.

GENIVI not only wants to inform its members and the broader industry, but also welcomes active participation to ensure solutions develop enjoy broad adoption across many organizations. Whether you are a GENIVI member or just an interested industry stakeholder, you are welcome at this event.

Register today for your spot to engage in this exciting new mission of helping OEMs and their suppliers identify standard approaches for a fully integrated, multi-OS vehicle cockpit.

AMM LOCATION
Leipzig Marriott Hotel - Am Hallischen Tor 1, Leipzig 04109 Germany

Hotel Website

HOTEL ROOM RESERVATIONS
Two hotels to choose from, and just a one minute walk from each other.

LEIPZIG MARRIOTT HOTEL
Am Hallischen Tor 1, Leipzig 04109 Germany

ROOM RATES: Single €229 or Double €239/night - Includes Breakfast, Wifi & VAT

Note: Hotel Cut-off date is: April 6, 2020
Reserve your Marriott Hotel Room Here

ADINA APARTMENT HOTEL LEIPZIG - The Adina Reservation Link will be live Thursday, February 20, 2020.
Brühl 50, 04109 Leipzig, Germany
ROOM RATES: Single Studio €169.00 / Double @181.00 per night -Includes Breakfast, Wifi & VAT

Note: Hotel Cut-off date is: March 31, 2020

Hotel Website

Note: There is a large Congress in Leipzig the same week, be sure to book your rooms early and through the block as room rates are expected to skyrocket.

TRANSPORTATION
Leipzig/Halle Airport - Schkeuditz (LEJ)
*Estimated taxi fare from the Leipzig airport: 45 EUR (one way)

Train Station
Hauptbahnhof
0.2 miles N from hotel

Subway Station
Leipzig Hauptbahnhof
0.2 miles S from hotel
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